State Educator Is in Favor of Hitler Program

In Regards to Sterilization To Improve the Race, McMullen Says.

Greeley, Colo., Aug. 17—(AP)—

Praise for Adolph Hitler's sterilization campaign to improve the race was voiced today by Dr. Lynn Banks McMullen, president of the Eastern Montana normal college, in an address to the summer graduating class of Colorado State college of education.

Dr. McMullen, pointing out that education can only improve intelligence, not create it, declared: "In abominating Hitler's general policies but if I am correctly informed in regard to his campaign for sterilization of the unfit, I prophesy that Germany will do more for the uplift of its society in the next 50 years through sterilization than we have done in 80 years through public education."

"America has been the melting pot," said Dr. McMullen, "undoubtedly she has received many fine citizens from the old world. But she has also been the sewer for its dregs. The upper classes have always paid some attention to breeding.... On the other hand, the generation of the unfit has been promiscuous and prolific."

Pointing out that men have learned to control river floods by barriers at the source, he said, "may we also learn to control the muddy, eroding, irresponsible flood of the unfit in the same manner."

Dr. McMullen pleaded that the "individualism of self conquest" be substituted for the "individualism of social conquest."

Why the Price of Meat Has Gone Up

Wearing a crown symbolizing his position at the top of the market, this porker was more obstreperous than haughty when he was induced to pose at the Chicago stockyards. He was among several hogs which brought a peak price of $12.20 for choice medium weights. (Associated Press Photo.)

The educator urged preservation of democracy "by turning individualism to social service away from individual gain." He added "this slow revolution has already gone a long way in the United States."

"Personally I do not fear regimentation," he said, "I have been regimented all my life. I have always had to work with boards or with superior officers. I do not feel that my individuality has been destroyed or my initiative crippled. Nor has my freedom of speech been curtailed."
DR. M’MULLEN, IN COLORADO TALK, LAUDS HITLER PLAN FOR RACE IMPROVEMENT

Great Falls, Colo., Aug. 17.—(P)—Praise for Adolf Hitler’s sterilization campaign to improve the race was voiced here Saturday by Dr. Lynn Banker McMullen, president of the Eastern Montana Normal School, in an address to the summer graduating class of Colorado State College of Education.

Dr. McMullen, pointing out that education can only improve intelligence, not create it, declared: “I abominate Hitler’s present policies but if I am correctly informed in regard to his campaign for sterilization of the unfit, I prophecy that Germany will do more for the uplift of her society in the next 50 years through sterilization, than we have done in 50 years through public education.”

“America has been the melting pot,” said Dr. McMullen. “Undoubtedly she has received many fine citizens from the old world. But she has also been the sewer for its dregs. The upper classes have always paid some attention to breeding... On the other hand the procreation of the unfit has been promiscuous and prolific.”

Pointing out that men have learned to control river floods by barriers at the source, he said, “may we also learn to control the maddened, exorbitant, irresponsible flood of the unfit in the same manner.”

Dr. McMullen pleaded that the “individualism of self conquest” be substituted for the “individualism of social conquest.”

The educator urged preservation of democracy “by turning individualism to social service away from individual gain.” He added “this slow revolution has already gone a long way in the United States.”

“Personally I do not fear regimentation,” he said. “I have been regimented all my life. I have always had to work with boards or with superior officers. I do not feel that my individuality has been destroyed or my initiative crippled, nor has my freedom of speech been curtailed.”

PARK CONTINUES GAIN IN TRAVEL

58,552 Persons Enter Yellowstone in 15 Days of August.

Yellowstone Park, Aug. 17.—(P)—Travel in Yellowstone park the first two weeks of August was 21/2 percent greater than in the correspond-
AUTUMN MEDITATIONS

The days are short and the days are here. Vegetable growth has ceased but animal growth, including human growth, is still continuing. When we live in Xantoria, be especially happy over our opportunities for activities. The weather gets colder and the shorter days of this region make outdoor exercise and consequent physical growth more essential and profitable.

Particularly, however, I want to point out that the long winter evenings that are coming should be used for mental growth. All of us do not or have not, realized the great opportunity for reading that winter presents. I am constantly amazed at lack of reading in the lives of the people of our communities.

Education comes from real experience or from vicarious experience. Real experience is expensive and it is limited for most of us. But vicarious experience can be obtained through reading.

FOOTE TAKES LONGEST TRIP

Mr. and Mrs. Foote took the longest trip they have ever taken, traveling 6,600 miles in all. They visited their daughter Margaret at Dillan. Miss Foote is teaching in the Home Economics department, which was planned by Mr. Foote, and in the building also planned by Mr. Foote.

At Glasgow they visited Mr. and Mrs. John H. Cavenagh. Mr. Foote is teaching in the Junior High School there. They visited Mr. and Mrs. Leon Foote at Denver, where Mr. Foote is beginning his fifth year as coach at the Denver High School.

On this extended trip they visited Mr. Foote’s brother and family at San Diego, California, and saw them leave on the steamship Tatsuta Maru from Long Beach Harbor for Japan. They had dinner with them on board boat at San Francisco.

From there they went north to Portland, where they saw the government dam being built at Bonneville near Portland. Later they spent a day at Port Peck dam. In comparison with the dam at Bonneville, Port Peck dam is much larger.

MISS RICH VACATIONS LEAD AFAR

Miss Rich spent her vacation in Massachusetts, New York, Maine, and High. Her trip was a visit to Radio City, a view of New York from top of the Empire State, and a visit to the Atlantic Ocean twice a day. Miss Rich spent the greater part of her vacation on an excursion out-of-state guests at her cabin on the Cooke City road. About ten days after she spent a week in Yellowstone National Park, South Dakota, where she finally returned to the Northern State University’s study.

DEAN, RIDGELY AND HAWKES FISH

Mr. Dean spent his vacation at home, for vacationing on fishing and work only. During the Fourth of July he attended the M. A. convention at Denver, Colorado.

On May 28th Mr. Dean addressed the opening meeting of the Midland Empire Rural Teachers’ Association. This is the first annual meeting of the Eastern Montana State Normal School.

Mr. Ridgely reports a very quiet vacation spent in fishing and camping in the mountains southwest of Denver, Colorado. He says he didn’t do anything against the law or if so he didn’t get caught because nobody did. Mr. Ridgely didn’t “sage brush” all the time. His attention was equally divided between the bright lights of Denver, Yellowstone National Park and the mountains in Colorado.

Mr. and Mrs. Hawkes spent several weeks camping and fishing in a “fisherman’s haven” in the mountains south of Denver, Colorado, this summer. They report very good fishing, and they enjoyed a very quiet vacation.

ROBERTS STUDIES ART

Miss Roberts has a great interest to report regarding her vacation. She studied in Elizabethan, New York, with Wayman Adams, editor of 600 miles, and at the same time conferring a degree upon his daughter, Kathryn McNelly Johnson. After the commencement exercises 600 miles, and at the same time she attended Glee Club during the summer, held a luncheon in his honor.

One memorable day, her daughter Kathryn was married to Richard A. Williams, construction engineer, and they went to their home at 2215 Pinewald. On the first of September, they went to their home at 2215 Pine- vald Ave, Upper Dauphin, Dauphin County.

It might be interesting to know if Adolf Hitler has kept up his payments on his paper hanger’s union card, if he needs to go back to work.

Wet wash is the discount from a blockhead.

DEWEY ATTENDS P.E.O. AT PARK

During the vacation period Miss Dewey had a very severe attack of bronchitis. She redecorated her house, cleaned, picked, preserved and did homework.

She attended the meeting of the Supreme chapter of the P. E. O. at Yellowstone Park. There were some 1760 delegates there from all parts of the United States, from Canada and the Philippines.

From Yellowstone Park Miss Dewey went into Teton National Park where she did some photography and did some wonderful pictures.

NEW MEMBERS ADDED TO MUSIC GROUP

Miss Arriva Terrell, a local graduate of E. M. X. N., in June, 1935, has been added to the faculty of this school as pianist of the School. Miss Terrell has taught piano in Billings for seven years and part time in E. M. X. N. for the past four years.

Preparation for her work has included training under Mr. Ruth for eight years. Mr. Stojekowski one summer, and at the Portland, Oregon.

Miss Terrell is a member of the State Music Teacher’s Association and the Local Music Teacher’s Association.

Looking over the year’s record, the office physician says it’s almost an unusual sight in fall as it is to keep good men down.

Don’t forget that you are a part of the people who can’t afford all of the time.
Democracy Must Send to School Better Raw Material, McMullen Tells Colorado State Graduates

Howell To Be Barred from Trading in U. S.

Washington, Aug. 17.—At the grain futures commission, it was announced that Thomas M. Howell, member of the Chicago Board of Trade, would be barred from trading privileges in all contract markets in the United States after Sept. 15. Howell was accused of attempting to manipulate the price of corn in violation of the law in the summer of 1931.

Will Rogers No High Hat, Sheriff Says

Gus Anderson, Who Worked with Comedian in Many Silent Horse Operas, Praises Distinguished Humorist

"He was one of the finest men I ever knew," said Sheriff Gus Anderson in adding one more laurel to the wreath of Will Rogers, noted humorist, who was tragically killed in Alaska Friday.

Sheriff Anderson knew Rogers personally thru moving picture contacts and rodeo activities. Anderson worked

If Democracy is to survive it must send better raw material to its schools, said Dr. Lynn Banks McMullen, President of the Eastern Montana Normal School in addressing the Summer Convocation exercises of the College of Education Saturday morning on the campus.

Education alone does not make intelligence, it only makes more useful the intelligence that one has, Education is altogether praiseworthy, said Dr. McMullen, but it is no substitute for common sense.

Germany will do more for the uplift of her society in the next 30 years thru sterilization than the United States has done in 35 years thru public education, said the speaker.

Belief in Education

"I do not mean to deny education," said Dr. McMullen, "I have given my life to it. Yet I do not believe in education as much as some laymen do. I thank God for these laymen of vision who support education, but I wish they would join the drive for better raw materials."

The unit continues to bring children into the world, he said, when those who should be bettering society by better bred offspring have far too many. There are some students in college whose heredity and environment due to the stupidity of their parents, are such that no amount of aid will do any good.

Depression Reveals Weaknesses

The depression has merely brought to light the fact that there are many (Continued on Page 5)
Democracy

(Continued from Page 1)

In college who are unfit for the experience, due to eugenic factors and the depression has but brought to light a condition that has been growing for years. America has been the melting pot and though undoubtedly she has solved many the different from the Old World, she has also been the sewer for its excess, said Dr. McMullen.

The melting pot idea does not produce a better race, he said. It takes training and breeding to turn out the higher type of person.

Education has taught us in the last hard years, said the Montana educator, that each individual must realize that happiness lies within himself.

Believes in Individualism

"I believe in Individualism," said the speaker, "but I do not believe in the individualism of conquest, or oppression and greed. I believe that teachers everywhere now have a great opportunity to substitute the Individualism of self-conquest for that of social conquest. That means changes in curriculum—more art, more music, more handcrafts and science. The boy who blows a trombone is not likely to blow a safe." Sturdy Individualism must be turned inward to improve the individual and not outward to press down our fellowmen, said Dr. McMullen. Individualism is formed by associations and one of the most important factors in the social environment is service.

Service Idea is Strong

"Today we find the idea of service strong," said Dr. McMullen. "We find experiments in service springing up..."
Does Not Fear Regulation

"Personally, I do not fear regulation," said Dr. McMullen. "I have been regimented all my life. I have always had to work with boards or superior officers. I do not feel that individuality has been destroyed by initiative crippled. My freedom of speech has not been curtailed."

"Teachers talk too much. Some of our teachers think that a teacher license is a license good for 24 hours a day. Teachers talk all day, talk at their meals and gossip over bridge games at night."

Greatest Teaching Reward

"The greatest reward in teaching," said the Montana president, "is the love and esteem of the great number of students with which a teacher comes in contact and the pride the teacher has in their successes."

Keep your ambition, said the speaker in conclusion. Get a better job because of the money there is in it but because of the greater opportunities for service. Keep your independence and build a home and grow up with the community."